IEM News

IEM makes its first appearance at the Minnesota State Fair
Read more here

IEM Annual Conference leverages new pillar structure
Read more here

BMDC component of newly-established Center for Medical Device Cybersecurity
Read the story here

BMDC Associate Director Angela Panoskaltsis-Mortari discusses 3D bioprinting with UMN's Discovery magazine
Read about it here

Minnesota Monthly highlights ATP-Bio’s potential impact on transplant surgery
Read about it in Minnesota Monthly

IEM Member Highlights

Brenda Ogle elected as Biomedical Engineering Society Fellow
Read the announcement here

Walter Low receives the 2021 Bernard Sanberg Memorial Award for research in brain repair from American Society for Neural Therapy and Repair
Read the announcement here

Hearing restoration research led by Hubert Lim receives significant initial investment from Blackrock Neurotech backed by PayPal co-founder Peter Thiel
Read the press release here
Mehmet Akçakaya, Kamil Uğurbil, and Essa Yacoub among co-authors of research led by Luca Vizioli on lowering the thermal noise barrier in functional MRI
Read the study here

Henri Roukoz publishes on the relationship between ventricular arrhythmias and mortality in both destination and bridge LVAD recipients
Read the study here

Carla Pavone discusses significance of MIN-Corps in new NSF I-Corps Great Lakes innovation hub
Read the story here

Linsey Griffin performs mask-fit research at Minnesota State Fair
Read the story here

Announcements

SAVE THE DATE!

**IEM Otto Schmitt Distinguished Lecture** on Tuesday, October 26, 2021

Speaker: Melody Swartz, Ph.D., University of Chicago

William B. Ogden Professor of Molecular Engineering and Deputy Dean for Faculty Affairs Research

“Immunoregulatory roles of lymphatic vessels in cancer and opportunities for immunoengineering”